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easily the most used form of software unlock for
blackberry is this. the program mml unlock codes by
imei is popular because it does not require any
special hardware and the download is free. the
downside is that to unlock your blackberry phone by
imei requires a connecting cable. when you have
one the process is as simple as opening the
program, entering the imei number and clicking on
the unlock button. now you can change your sim
card any time and as long as you install your phone
with the same sim card you will still retain the same
phone number. now the software bberryst is a much
easier to use than mml. its simply a file that is just a
copy of the imei unlock codes. its a free file that you
can download from http://www.bberry.com. just
open it with your favorite software and start to press
on the unlock button. the next time you connect
your blackberry to your computer, the phone should
be detected by your software and you can proceed
to the sim card change. this software does not have
a companion program, you just need to download
the file from the above site. to use it you must
connect the software to your computer using the
usb cable provided by the manufacturer. if you are
using a mac you should use the lion version of the
software as all others have problems with the tiger
series. then open the file, enter the imei number
and click on the unlock button. after some seconds
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you should see a flashing window appear while the
phone is being unlocked. if you have a verizon
blackberry, you may have to wait for about two days
for your blackberry to be unlocked. verizon uses rim
code and to obtain the unlock codes, they must
unlock the system first. after this, the codes should
be provided to you and can be provided to you
within a few hours.
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mfi multiloader also requires a serial number. you
can get the serial number of your blackberry device
by connecting your device to your computer via a
usb cable. if you do not know the serial number of

your blackberry device, you can check out
blackberry serial number or blackberry serial

number. the next step in the mfi multiloader process
is to unlock your blackberry. to do this, you will need
to download and install the mfi multiloader 2.0.13.

you can get it from rkash. once you have
downloaded and installed mfi multiloader, you can

start using it. unlike most other blackberry
unlockers, mfi multiloader 2.0.13 does not require
an yourebook account to complete the unlocking
process. if you have a blackberry device, you will

need to insert your blackberry id, and select it from
the list of devices that mfi multiloader 2.13

recognizes as mfi-unlocked. the mfi multiloader
process is as simple as that. the first time you run

the mfi multiloader 2.0.13, you will be asked to
connect your blackberry device to your computer.

once connected, you will be taken to the mfi
multiloader 2.13 interface. your device will appear
as a new phone, and you can start using it with the
carrier of your choice. on your blackberry device,
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you will see a message that the device has been
successfully unlocked. this means that you can now
use your blackberry device with any carrier of your
choice. the next step is to put the downloaded file
on your desktop and open it. if you don’t have an

existing mfi application installed on your blackberry,
you can install it first by simply copying and pasting

the files and folders from the downloaded file to
your desktop. you can find the files from the folder

within the downloaded file. 5ec8ef588b
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